
YOUR OFFERS
INFORMATION / INTRIGUE / INVESTMENT 

For any sales page , offer outline , or service statement 

you create , you are taking your readers on a journey , 

presenting a mix of : 

INFORMATION — the nitty gritty details, questions 

answered, and logistics outlined. 

INTRIGUE — inviting them to imagine the possibilities, 

and dream into what the impact would mean to them.  

INVESTMENT— articulating a compelling description so 

that you guide them to shout a resounding "YES!", take 

action, and seal the deal.



YOUR AUDIENCE 

Who are they? (Who are they NOT?) How can 
you center them in this story?  

THEIR NEED

What are they looking for? What is the gap 
between what they want and what you are 
offering? 

A UNIQUE SOLUTION

How do you bridge the gap? What are you 
helping them avoid? What are you helping 
them gain? Why are you/your offer the right 
fit? 

CLEAR ACTION

A combination of transitional and direct calls 
- offers and asks . 

REAL IMPACT

What are the results? What can they expect? 
Who has gone before and can speak to the 
outcome? 

CORE COMPONENTS



MEDIA

DESCRIPTION / STORY 
Frame your offer with a compelling opening and a clear conclusion . Also , could you describe your 
offer in a sentence or two - it 's important to know the essence of your invitation . 

Imagery , videos , pop-out pdfs etc . What will help you tell the story of this offer?  

CALLS TO ACTION 
The primary action calls , and the more subtle invitations . Buttons to book or learn more . . .

WHAT TO INCLUDE



FAQ's

TESTIMONIALS
How do these enhance the story you 're already telling or fill in any gaps?  

What else do they need to know? 

SELLING + SERVICE
You can 't show up and be of service with your offer if people don 't know about it . How can you 
infuse a genuine undercurrent of service into your offer? Why do YOU believe in this? 

WHAT TO INCLUDE



I am a writer and facilitator working at the intersection of creativity, engagement, and 

social justice. I work with purpose-driven professionals and mission-focused organizations 

to write + develop content, engage diverse audiences online and in-person, and translate 

ideas into reality. 

I support creatives, changemakers, and community-workers to clarify their content and 

catalyze their communities. I would love to connect with you. 

ABOUT ANYA

WWW .ANYAHANKIN .COM

http://www.anyahankin.com/

